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ABSTRACT

Co-expression of physically linked genes occurs
surprisingly frequently in eukaryotes. Such chro-
mosomal clustering may confer a selective advan-
tage as it enables coordinated gene regulation at
the chromatin level. We studied the chromosomal
organization of genes involved in male reproduc-
tive development in Arabidopsis thaliana. We de-
veloped an in-silico tool to identify physical clus-
ters of co-regulated genes from gene expression
data. We identified 17 clusters (96 genes) involved
in stamen development and acting downstream of
the transcriptional activator MS1 (MALE STERILITY
1), which contains a PHD domain associated with
chromatin re-organization. The clusters exhibited lit-
tle gene homology or promoter element similarity,
and largely overlapped with reported repressive hi-
stone marks. Experiments on a subset of the clus-
ters suggested a link between expression activation
and chromatin conformation: qRT-PCR and mRNA in
situ hybridization showed that the clustered genes
were up-regulated within 48 h after MS1 induction;
out of 14 chromatin-remodeling mutants studied, ex-
pression of clustered genes was consistently down-
regulated only in hta9/hta11, previously associated
with metabolic cluster activation; DNA fluorescence
in situ hybridization confirmed that transcriptional

activation of the clustered genes was correlated with
open chromatin conformation. Stamen development
thus appears to involve transcriptional activation of
physically clustered genes through chromatin de-
condensation.

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, chromosomal clusters of function-
ally related but non-homologous co-expressed genes have
been identified in the genomes of plants, animals, and fungi
(see e.g. (1) and references within). Furthermore, a study by
Al-Shahrour et al. (2) claimed that many eukaryotic genes
are organized in functional neighborhoods that are evo-
lutionarily conserved (2). Unlike prokaryotic operons, the
genes in these eukaryotic clusters are, with few known ex-
ceptions, not transcribed in a single transcriptional unit but
are organized in physical clusters, i.e. their chromosomal lo-
cations are close to each other, and the clustered genes are
co-expressed (1). These observations prompt questions as
to how physical clustering of co-expressed genes arises and
what are the functional advantages of such clusters. In order
to start tackling such intriguing but large-scale questions,
we have developed a bioinformatics platform to efficiently
collect relevant insights from global transcriptome data.

In plants, co-expression of physically linked genes that
have arisen through serial tandem duplication events oc-
curs more frequently than expected by random chance (3).
Several gene clusters of distinct secondary metabolite path-
ways have been identified, for example for the syntheses
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of cyclic hydroxamic acids in maize (Zea mays) (4) and
the triterpenes thalianol and marneral in A. thaliana (5,6).
Several studies report clustering tendencies also among co-
expressed genes not belonging to the same metabolic path-
way, indicating that clustering of genes may play a role dur-
ing the execution of integrative molecular pathways, such as
developmental programs (7–9).

Co-regulation of physically linked genes may be mediated
by common regulatory elements or by a shared chromatin
environment due to localized changes in chromatin struc-
ture (1). Cell and organ identity-specific gene expression
profiles are thought to be maintained via chromatin-level
regulation (9), and physical clustering would facilitate sta-
ble co-regulation of genes via chromatin re-organization. In
fact, cell-type specific chromatin de-condensation has been
associated with expression of the avenacin metabolism gene
cluster in oat (10). Recently, it was also demonstrated that
metabolic clustered pathways are enriched in histone 3 ly-
sine trimethylation (H3K27me3) chromatin signatures and
histone 2 variant H2A.Z, associated with cluster repres-
sion and activation, respectively (11,12). This indicates that
chromatin level regulation drives the co-expression of phys-
ically clustered genes.

Genome-wide surveys of co-regulated gene clusters pro-
vide clues to the regulatory modes deployed in various tis-
sues and developmental stages. Clusters can be identified
in a number of ways in silico, using genetic distance (13);
based on gene IDs (14); and sequential gene processing with
large windows of physical distance (15). To investigate the
functional or evolutionary significance of the clusters, ad-
ditional characteristics of the clusters need to be examined.
Previous studies have included analysis of duplication or
homology between clustered genes (16), synteny together
with recorded gene expression values (17), or known tran-
scription factor binding motifs (15).

Here, we addressed whether physical clustering occurred
in genes acting in development and differentiation of A.
thaliana stamens, and whether co-regulation of the clus-
tered genes was associated with changes in chromatin state.
To this end, we developed a new bioinformatics platform
to detect physical gene clustering among a proposed set of
genes involved in a specific developmental pathway, in our
case identified by genome-wide expression analyses. We re-
fer to these genes as GOIs, genes of interest. The clusters
were constructed based on the genomic coordinates of the
GOIs, and the statistical significance of the set of identified
clusters was calculated through simulations. To determine
the influence of non-chromatin-level mechanisms for gene
co-expression in the clusters, we augmented our clustering
analysis with assessment of (i) gene duplications, through
homology detection, and (ii) promoter element similari-
ties, through detection of known regulatory motifs com-
bined with unbiased identification of overrepresented DNA
oligomers.

We used this platform to analyse physical clustering of
co-expressed genes during the development of male repro-
ductive organs, the stamens, in A.thaliana. The stamen is a
complex organ with many specialized cell types, including
male gametophytes, and its development involves multiple
rounds of fate specification; therefore, it is particularly well
suited for studies of sequential developmental pathways.

Stamen identity is specified by a set of homeotic proteins
that belong to the MADS-box family of transcription fac-
tors (for review see (18)). To assess clustering among genes
active during stamen development we reanalyzed global
expression data of spatial gene expression in A. thaliana
flowers and focused on genes down-regulated in inflores-
cences of the floral homeotic mutants apetala3, pistillata
and agamous (19). The combined set of genes downregu-
lated in those mutants represent genes specifically or pref-
erentially expressed in stamens. A multitude of processes,
ranging from hormone signalling to boundary formation,
are regulated by the homeotic factors responsible for sta-
men identity, often through direct or indirect regulation of
other transcriptional regulators (18).

Another attractive feature of stamen development is that
there are many mutants in which the differentiation path-
ways of unique cell types are impaired. In order to focus
on a specific stage of stamen development and to provide a
more direct link between coordinated activation of clustered
stamen enriched genes and chromatin de-condensation, we
also applied the same in silico characterization to genes reg-
ulated by the transcriptional activator MALE STERIL-
ITY1 (MS1) (20). MS1 is necessary for pollen coat for-
mation and the protein contains a plant homeo-domain
(PHD)-finger domain (21–23). The PHD-finger domain has
been linked to control of chromatin structure (21–24) me-
diated through protein-protein interactions (25). MS1 acts
downstream of the homeotic genes during stamen develop-
ment, and is specifically active in the tapetum cells that are
required for pollen maturation from the late tetrad stage
until the free microspore stage (23), which corresponds ap-
proximately to floral stage 10 (26).

We combined the analyses of the two datasets to iden-
tify overlapping clusters containing genes that were en-
riched during stamen organogenesis and also expressed dur-
ing the specific process of pollen maturation in response
to chromatin-level transcriptional regulation. We surveyed
the expression of genes in the overlapping clusters in 57
datasets from A. thaliana representing different tissue types
at specific developmental stages and compared the expres-
sion with the occurrence of a repressive histone mark,
H3K27me3. For a subset of the overlapping clusters, we as-
sayed gene expression in 14 A. thaliana chromatin remod-
elling mutant lines. We experimentally verified the relation-
ship between active expression of clustered genes and chro-
matin de-condensation using DNA FISH in combination
with in situ individual cluster monitoring of chromatin state
using structured illumination (SIM) super-resolution mi-
croscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Availability of data and materials

Scripts and code developed to analyse chromosomal
clustering are deposited at https://github.com/b97jre/
ClusterAnalysisTools. Material and methods are de-
scribed below and in Supplemental Text S1, Methods and
Supplemental Data S1.

https://github.com/b97jre/ClusterAnalysisTools
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Expression data, H3K27me3 data and genome annotation

All genome sequences and gene annotations were down-
loaded from http://www.phytozome.net/. The following ver-
sions of sequences and annotation for each species were
used: A. thaliana (TAIR10) (27,28), A.lyrata (v. 1.0) (29),
C. rubella (v. 1.0) (30), E. salsugineum (v 1.0) (31) and B.
rapa (v 1.1). In A. thaliana, there were 35 186 gene models,
corresponding to 27 416 different gene loci (chloroplast and
mitochondrial encoded genes excluded).

The Wellmer et al. (19) oligonucleotide microarray plat-
form layout (GPL1077; oligos are from the Operon Ara-
bidopsis Genome Oligo Set Version 1.0, based on TAIR4)
was extracted from the GEO database (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/geo/) (19). We remapped the array data from
TAIR4 to TAIR10 using Blast (Supplemental Text S1
Methods and Supplemental Data S2). For each gene locus,
we picked the gene model with the lowest present ‘exten-
sion’ number to represent the gene locus. For instance, for
the gene locus AT1G07700 we picked AT1G07700.1. For
the cluster formation algorithms, we used the gene locus in-
formation directly from TAIR10 annotation.

Normalised expression data from the A. thaliana mi-
croarray Atlas of Development (AtGenExpress Develop-
ment) were used to examine the expression pattern of the
SEG-MS1 genes in 57 distinct tissues. Meristem, leaf and
seedling samples were used to compare expression lev-
els with the accumulation of a repressive histone mark,
H3K27me3. Physical clustering of genes marked with
H3K27me3 in vegetative tissues was performed as described
in Supplemental Text S1 Methods.

Selection of stamen-enriched genes (SEG set) and MS1 mu-
tant genes (MS1 set) in TAIR10

Wellmer et al. (19), using the microarray platform
GPL1077, identified 1162 stamen-enriched genes (SEGs) in
TAIR4. 1106 of them could be re-annotated, as described
above, to TAIR10 (19). Genes up- or down-regulated in
ms1 mutants were collected from Alves-Ferreira et al.
(20). Using the Wellmer et al. identified in total 1914 gene
loci with an affected expression pattern in ms1 mutants
compared to wild-type (GPL1077). 1854 of them could
be uniquely re-annotated, as described above, to TAIR10
(19). Out of these genes, 1615 had at least a 2-fold change
in expression level (up or down) coupled with a Benjamini–
Hochberg adjusted P-value ≤0.05, in any out of seven
samples collected at seven different A. thaliana anther
developmental stages. 1095 of these were down-regulated in
at least one of the seven samples (939 were down-regulated
in all seven samples), while 520 were up-regulated (or
neutral) in all seven samples.

Testing the distribution of differentially expressed genes on
the chromosomes

To test if the distribution of distances (measured in
bases) between genes of interest (GOIs) on the chromo-
somes, Di

true, differed from the overall gene distribution,
Di

background, on the chromosomes, we used the two-sample
Wilcoxon test (also called the Mann–Whitney test). The

Wilcoxon test is a non-parametric test with the null hypoth-
esis that the two samples of observations are from the same
distribution. It does not require or assume that data follow
a normal distribution or that sample sizes are equal. The
density functions of the SEG distances were clearly non-
normal (Supplemental Figure S1). We used the two-tail P-
value generated from this test. Each chromosome Ci has ni
GOI. To get Di

true on each chromosome Ci we calculated the
distances between adjacent GOIs along the chromosome.
The distance between a pair of GOIs was calculated as the
difference between the rightmost coordinate of the most 5′
gene and the leftmost coordinate of the most 3′ gene. The
distance was only calculated if the GOIs were on the same
chromosome. To get Di

background distribution on each chro-
mosome Ci we randomly chose ni genes on chromosome Ci
and calculated the distances between those genes. This was
done 10 000 times to generate a background distribution
(Table 1).

Identification of physical clusters of genes on the chromo-
somes

To identify GOIs that were located close to each other on
the chromosomes we created a program that search for
physical clusters of GOIs. A physical cluster was defined as
a set of N GOIs where the distance between two adjacent
GOI was at most L bases (Figure 1A) on the chromosome.
A cluster must also contain at least hn groups of homolo-
gous genes (how homologous genes were identified, see next
section). The distance between a pair of GOIs was calcu-
lated as the difference between the rightmost coordinate of
the most 5′ gene and the leftmost coordinate of the most 3′
gene. The distance was only calculated if the GOIs were on
the same chromosome. A cluster was formed or expanded
regardless of the orientation (forward/reverse strand) of the
GOIs or of the number of non-GOIs in between the GOIs.
To test if the number of physical clusters identified from a
set of n GOIs, and given L,N and hn is more than what we
expect to see by chance, we investigated whether the num-
ber of clusters that was found in the true data set, Ctrue, was
different from the null distribution Crandom. To identify the
null distribution, Crandom,we sampled the process of identi-
fying clusters on n randomly chosen genes with the same L,
N and hn parameters M times. We defined the P-value of the
true datasets as the number of times Crandom ≥ Ctrue divided
by the total sample size M. If Ctrue > Crandom for all M then
the P-value was less than 1/M. See Figure 1 B and Supple-
mental Figure S2 for results on different parameter settings.
The P-values are in Supplemental Table S1.

Identification of homologous genes

To identify genes on the chromosomes that have been re-
cently duplicated we used OrthoMCL v.1.4, which identi-
fies clusters of homologous genes across and within species
(35), based on amino acid sequence similarities detected
using Blast. To allow maximum sequence diversity within
each cluster we used the lowest recommended settings (–
inflation 1.0) on the coding genes of Arabidopsis thaliana
(TAIR10) and a set of related species: Arabidopsis lyrata (v.
1.0), Capsella rubella (v. 1.0), E. salsugineum (v 1.0; previ-
ously known as Thellungiella halophila), and Brassica rapa

http://www.phytozome.net/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
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Table 1. Median values of intergenic distances for true and randomized GOIs

Median values of intergenic distances for true and randomised GOIs

SEG SEG SEG MS1 MS1 MS1

Chr True GOIs
Randomized
GOIs P-value True GOIs

Randomized
GOIs P-value

1 53859.5 65815 0.00486 49623.5 60880 0.00774
2 68514.5 74790 0.03891 62540.5 72001 0.06423
3 44507 56098 0.00152 57261 67632 0.01647
4 63472 75674 0.57229 63557 71321 0.38548
5 51902 67863 0.00021 47005 69771 0.00002

Chr, chromosome. SEG, stamen-enriched gene data set. MS1, MS1-regulated gene data set. GOI, gene of interest. Distances are measured in bases. P-values
are from the two-sample Wilcoxon test comparing true to randomized values. See main text for details.
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Figure 1. Identification of co-expressed physical clusters in stamen devel-
opment. (A) Schematic view of the physical clustering analysis tool devel-
oped to identify clusters of co-regulated genes. To be assigned as a cluster at
least N GOIs (genes of interest) with a maximal distance L bases between
adjacent GOIs has to be identified, and with at least hn groups of homol-
ogous genes. The distance L is measured between the gene ends closest to
each other. (B) Number of clusters detected in the SEG (green) and MS1
(red) datasets, as a function of L. The background distributions, obtained
from simulations, are shown as a boxplot. The actual number of clusters
found is marked with a filled dot, triangle, square, or plus sign, depending
on the P-value assigned by the corresponding background distribution. N
was set to three and hn (number of homologous groups) was at least two.
(C) The number of clusters found in the two datasets when N ≥ 3, hn ≥ 2,
and L ≤ 10 000 bases. (D) Venn diagram showing the number of clusters
that were unique and in common for the two datasets. The intersection is
the 17 SEG-MS1 clusters studied in depth.

(v 1.1). Any A. thaliana genes that were placed in the same
cluster by OrthoMCL were considered as homologs. For

genes with >1 variant, it sufficed if one of the variants was
homologous in order to consider the gene homologous.

Promoter analysis: promoter regions

We searched for regulatory motifs in regions surrounding
the transcription start site (TSS) of each of the genes in
A. thaliana (TAIR10 annotation). For each gene, we col-
lected 1000 bases upstream of its transcription start site,
the 5′UTR regions of 5′ exon(s), and the first intron. We
allowed overlap with possible open reading frames (ORFs),
both upstream of the TSS (i.e. overlap with ORFs of other
genes) and within the 5’UTR of the gene itself (uORFs).
This constitutes our set of promoter regions.

Atted-II motifs and promoter similarity score definition

The 304 heptamers predicted to be cis-elements in
Atted-II (36) were extracted (http://atted.jp/browsing/
browsing cis hc.html) and matched, including reverse
complement, using exact string matching to the promoter
regions of all genes. Atted-II contains regulatory motifs
compiled taking known co-expression into account, and is
hence a suitable database in order to identify similarities
between promoter regions of co-expressed genes. The
pairwise similarity of all promoter regions was calculated:
for each pairwise comparison a promoter similarity score
was calculated as the percentage of shared motifs of all
motifs in the pairwise comparison, i.e. 100 × {intersection
of motifs in the promoter regions of the gene pair}/{union
of motifs in the promoter regions of the gene pair}. This
has a maximum value of 100, which would correspond to
identical motif sets, while 0 means no identical motifs.

Simulation of promoter regions for Atted-II motif analysis

First, we simulated 17 random clusters with in total 96
genes. This procedure was iterated 10 000 times: For each
iteration, we started by choosing 17 genes at random (with-
out replacement) and used these as seeds for clusters. For
each randomly chosen gene, a cluster size (in number of
genes) was randomly chosen without replacement from the
list of 17 actual cluster sizes (sizes including non-GOIs as
well as GOIs). The randomly chosen gene is then assigned
that number of nearby downstream genes (as defined by ac-
cession numbers), thus forming a cluster. In the end, a set of
17 randomly placed clusters with the same sizes as the actual

http://atted.jp/browsing/browsing_cis_hc.html
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clusters were generated for each iteration. P-values were de-
rived from comparing the average promoter score of each
actual cluster (for local promoter similarity analysis) or the
average promoter score within and between all clusters (for
global promoter similarity analysis) to the corresponding
empirical distribution of averaged promoter scores from the
simulation, i.e., without assuming a particular distribution.

Next, we restricted the analysis to GOIs only. Similar to
above, we simulated 17 random clusters with in total 96
genes and for each cluster we picked the number of GOIs
that corresponded to the number of GOIs in the actual clus-
ters. For each cluster, the two genes at the ends were as-
signed as GOIs, as our definition of a cluster requires any
cluster to start with a GOI and end with a GOI. Remain-
ing GOIs were chosen randomly from the remaining genes
within the clusters. Thus, in the end, a set of 17 randomly
placed clusters with the same sizes and number of GOIs as
the actual clusters were generated for each iteration (proce-
dure iterated 10 000 times, as above). P-values were calcu-
lated as above.

Detecting overrepresented k-mers in promoter regions with
Rsat

We used the Rsat tool (http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/rsat/) to de-
tect overrepresented k-mers, and followed the protocol in
(37) with A. thaliana as background model organism. Rsat
searched for overrepresented k-mers (k ≥ 6) in the promoter
regions and was thus a complement to the Atted-II based
method that searched for presence of a set of predefined
motifs. We used Rsat both applied to each cluster individ-
ually (local promoter similarity), and applied to all clus-
ters taken together (global promoter similarity). Rsat cal-
culates the expected significance of each possible k-mer and
reports those k-mers that meet an E-value threshold (that
corresponds to the number of instances of the k-mer that
would be expected by random chance given the background
model). We discarded isolated motifs with high E-value, as
suggested by the Rsat tutorial at the web site.

Global promoter similarity analysis

In the Atted-II global promoter similarity analysis, the pair-
wise promoter similarity scores were averaged between each
combination of pairs among the 96 genes in the 17 clusters
(i.e. 96 × 95/2 comparisons), or, among the 68 GOIs in the
17 clusters (i.e. 68 × 67/2 comparisons), thus yielding a col-
lective average promoter similarity score for the set of clus-
ters (one using all clustered genes, one using all clustered
GOIs). The promoter similarity scores of the simulated clus-
ters were averaged in the same way. Thus, all Atted-II global
promoter similarity results pertain to scores that have been
averaged within as well as between the promoter regions of
all clusters. In the Rsat global promoter similarity analysis,
Rsat was, in a single run, provided as input the promoter re-
gions of all 96 genes, and a background model, which was
the upstreams regions of all A. thaliana genes (Supplemen-
tal Table S2).

Local promoter similarity analysis

In the Atted-II local promoter similarity analysis, the pair-
wise promoter similarity scores were averaged only within
each cluster (and not between clusters), thus creating an av-
erage promoter similarity score for each cluster. This was
done both for all genes in a cluster, and for all GOIs in a
cluster. For instance cluster #1 contains five genes: the aver-
age promoter similarity score for cluster #1 (16.72) is based
on 5 × 4/2 comparisons. But out of the five genes in clus-
ter #1, only three are GOIs: the average promoter similarity
score for cluster #1 based on the GOIs only (10.46) is cal-
culated from 3 × 2/2 comparisons. The promoter similarity
scores of the simulated clusters were averaged in the same
way. In the Rsat local promoter similarity analysis, Rsat was
run once for each cluster (i.e., 17 times), and was provided
as input the promoter regions for the genes in one cluster at
a time. The background model was the upstreams regions
of all A. thaliana genes (Supplemental Table S3).

Gene ontology (GO) term analysis

To identify common characteristics of the clustered
genes we identified enriched GO terms using topGO
v.2.22.0 (38). The gene to GO term gene association
file (gene association.tair.gz) with the submission date 11
February 2015 was downloaded from the Gene Ontol-
ogy Consortium webpage (39). Significantly enriched GO
terms were identified using Fisher’s exact test comparing
the number of GO terms in the selected genes compared to
a background set of genes. P-values were adjusted for mul-
tiple testing using the Benjamini–Hochberg approach (40).
Three different comparisons were performed: the selected
genes versus (i) all genes present on the array, (ii) the union
of non-clustered MS1 and SEG GOIs, (iii) the intersection
of non-clustered MS1 and SEG GOIs.

Plant material

The A. thaliana lines and the growth conditions used in the
present study are described in Supplemental Text S1, Meth-
ods.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)

To assay dynamics of transcriptional responses after DEX
induction, whole inflorescences with flower buds at stages
1–13 were sampled from wild type, ms1-1, and MS1-GR
plants. DEX or Mock treatment was performed once, and
inflorescences were collected 0, 4, 12, 24 and 48 h after the
induction. Buds from at least six independent plants were
pooled and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. To assay tran-
scription of clustered genes at different floral stages, buds
were examined under a stereomicroscope and classified ac-
cording to stages specified by (41). Floral buds at stages 1–9,
10, 11 and 12 were separately collected at 48 h after induc-
tion, each sample consisting of buds from at least 10 plants.
Similarly, floral buds at floral stage 11 were collected from
wild type and chromatin-remodeling mutant plants. For de-
tails on bud collection, RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis,
and subsequent qRT-PCR analysis see Supplemental Text
S1, Methods.

http://rsat.ulb.ac.be/rsat/
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RNA and DNA in situ hybridization (mRNA in situ/ DNA
FISH)

Inflorescences with stages 1–12 flower buds were collected
48 h after DEX or MOCK treatment. Templates for mRNA
in situ probes were generated using primers listed in Sup-
plemental Table S4. Manufacturing of probes, tissue fixa-
tion and wax embedding, and mRNA in situ hybridization
experiments were performed as described previously (42).
DNA FISH experiments were performed essentially as de-
scribed in (10). The details of DNA FISH probe making,
labeling procedures, image acquisition and analysis are de-
scribed in Supplemental Text S1, Methods.

RESULTS

Genes involved in stamen development form physical clusters
in Arabidopsis thaliana

In order to study physical clustering tendencies among the
genes preferentially active during stamen development, we
compiled 1106 genes from global gene expression data (19)
that comprise genes active during all stages of stamen de-
velopment (SEG data set). To enable our analysis to target
a specific stage of stamen development, we also compiled
1095 genes that were down-regulated in the male sterility1-
1 (ms1-1) mutant compared to wild-type (20), i.e. genes up-
regulated by MS1, which is a known transcriptional acti-
vator (MS1 data set). The overlap of the two sets was 686
genes. All expression data were remapped to the TAIR10
genome annotation.

We used two distinct approaches to evaluate physical
clustering tendencies of SEGs and MS1-regulated genes
(Materials and Methods). First, we examined whether the
inter-genic distances between neighboring GOIs (in our
case the genes in either the SEG or the MS1 dataset) were
different from the ones between randomly chosen genes.
Genes in both the SEG and MS1 datasets were closer than
expected to each other on chromosomes 1 and 5 at a statis-
tically significant level (Bonferroni corrected P-value ≤0.05
from two-sample Mann–Whitney test), and also on chro-
mosome 3 for SEG (Table 1; Supplemental Figure S1).
Second, we clustered the genes transitively; any two GOIs
within a certain genomic distance L of each other were
placed into a putative cluster. The cluster was iteratively ex-
panded with the closest GOI if it was contained within L.
We tested different settings for the maximum distance be-
tween GOIs, L = [2, 5, 10, 20, 40 kb], the required number
of GOIs in a cluster, N = [2,3], and how many unique ho-
mologous groups should be present in a cluster, hn = [2,3],
where hn ≤ N. This approach was applied separately to the
SEG and MS1 sets and we observed significantly more clus-
ters than expected by random chance for both sets, for sev-
eral parameter combinations (Supplemental Figure S2). We
chose a highly significant setting (L = 10 kb, N = 3, and hn
≥ 2; P < 10−5) that both allowed for extending clusters over
genes potentially missing from the expression array and as-
sured that a cluster was not solely formed by a single set of
duplicated genes (since hn > 1) (Figure 1A and B).

We identified 31 SEG clusters containing 113 GOIs
(10.3% of all SEG GOIs) and 29 MS1 clusters containing 97
GOIs (8.9% of all MS1 GOIs) (Figure 1C). Shared between

these two sets were 17 clusters that we call the ‘SEG-MS1
clusters’ or ‘shared clusters’ (Table 2). The SEG-MS1 clus-
ters contained 96 genes, whereof 68 GOIs (64 SEG GOIs
and 63 MS1 GOIs) (Figure 1D, Supplemental Table S5 and
Figure S3). The average cluster size was 5.6 genes or 4.0
GOIs.

We tested for overrepresentation of functional gene on-
tology (GO) categories in the 68 GOIs in the SEG-MS1
clusters compared to three different background models
(Methods). Sixteen out of 558 GO terms were overrepre-
sented in at least one comparison at adjusted P-value <
0.005 (Supplemental Table S6 and Figure S4). The two
most enriched biological processes were sexual reproduc-
tion and lipid storage. Sexual reproduction (GO:0019953)
was present in 31 GOIs, of which eight were in clusters, and
lipid storage (GO:0019915) showed up in 17 GOIs of which
six were in clusters, with adjusted P-values <0.001 in both
cases. Thus, reproductive function annotation was overrep-
resented in the clustered GOIs as compared to the set of
non-clustered GOIs. All GO-terms for the clustered genes
are presented in Supplemental Data S3. Further, we inves-
tigated the gene expression levels of all A. thaliana genes in
57 other tissues (32). We observed that most genes in the
17 SEG-MS1 clusters were expressed at a low level in all
tissues or developmental stages not associated with sexual
reproduction, e.g. shoot apex and root, while in comparison
they were highly expressed in most samples associated with
reproduction, e.g. stamens in floral stage 12 (Supplemental
Figure S5). This supports the importance of the clustered
genes in sexual reproduction.

The SEG-, MS1- and shared clusters were unevenly dis-
tributed among the chromosomes, with chromosomes 1,
3 and 5 having the most clusters and chromosome 4 the
fewest. Chromosome 4 lacked shared clusters altogether
(Figure 2A; Supplemental Figure S6). This was in accor-
dance with the inter-genic distance analysis. We discovered
no specific bias regarding the position of the clusters on the
chromosomes, except that centromere regions were devoid
of clusters.

Gene duplication does not explain co-regulation of the clus-
tered genes in Arabidopsis thaliana

Co-expression of physically linked genes could be due to
gene duplication events. Duplicated genes are by definition
homologous, and we used the Blast-based tool OrthoMCL
(35) to identify potentially duplicated genes based on the
similarities of their protein sequences (Supplemental Data
S1). OrthoMCL is suitable since it resolves ambiguous re-
sults, e.g. how to form groups of orthologs when not all pair-
wise comparisons meet the chosen threshold. For reference,
the Blast pairwise alignment scores for genes in clusters are
provided in Supplemental Data S4.

Six out of the 17 SEG-MS1 clusters contained homolo-
gous genes (Table 2; Supplemental Figure S3), but our re-
quirement that clusters must contain genes from at least
two groups of homologs (hn ≥ 2) assured that no cluster
contained only homologous genes. We noted that the clus-
ter enrichment signal was significant for various parameter
settings (Figure 1B; Supplemental Figure S2). Clusters #6
and #10 were examples with all but one of their genes as-
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Table 2. Characteristics of the 17 SEG-MS1 clusters

Characteristics of the 17 SEG-MS1 clusters

Cluster
Gene loci
(TAIR10)

Number of
genes

Number of
GOIs Length (kb)

Atted-II
P-value

Rsat k-mer
motifs

Orthologous genes
in cluster

#1 At1g04880-920 5 3 19.8 0.946 0 -
#2 At1g06250-280 4 3 7.7 0.370 0 -
#3 At1g20120-150 6 3 15 0.977 0 Yes
#4 At1g22100-150 6 4 24 0.544 1 -
#5 At1g23510-690 17 8 37.3 0.431 0 Yes
#6 At1g51240-260 3 3 5.1 0.895 0 Yes
#7 At1g75910-940 4 3 12.9 0.388 0 -
#8 At2g47030-050 3 3 8.4 0.061* 0 Yes
#9 At3g01230-270 5 4 8.2 0.598 0 -
#10 At3g07820-850 4 4 11 0.316 0 Yes
#11 At3g13220-229 8 3 22 0.952 0 -
#12 At3g26860-880 3 3 5.2 0.301 1 -
#13 At3g28780-840 6 6 34 0.079* 0 Yes
#14 At5g07410-430 3 3 8.4 0.330 0 -
#15 At5g07490-560 8 7 21 0.330 1 -
#16 At5g45810-840 4 3 13 0.381 0 -
#17 At5g46940-700 7 5 12.1 0.440 0 Yes

Loci, refers to the A. thaliana accession numbers. Number of genes, number of genes in total in each cluster. Number of GOIs, number of genes-of-interest
in each cluster. Length, the physical genomic distance from one end of the cluster to the other end of the cluster, measured in kilobases (kb). Atted-II
P-value, the probability of finding a an average pairwise promoter similarity score equal to or larger than the observed one in the cluster (P-values are
estimated from simulations), using Atted-II regulatory motifs, and where values marked with (*) indicate nominally significant at alpha <0.1. Rsat k-mer
motifs, the number of overrepresented k-mer motifs present in the promoter regions of all GOIs in the cluster. Orthologous genes in cluster, whether the
OrthoMCL-based gene orthology analysis revealed that orthologous genes were present in the cluster (see Supplemental Figure S3 for details). GOI, gene
of interest.
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Figure 2. Chromosomal position and gene composition of the clusters.
(A) The position of the clusters on the A. thaliana chromosomes. (B) and
(C) show a close-up of cluster #3 (loci At1g20120-150) and cluster #15
(loci At5g07490-560), respectively. (Supplemental Figure S3 shows close-
ups of all 17 clusters). The chromosomal region of each cluster is indicated
by position coordinates (in kilobases). Each gene in the clusters is shown
as a rectangle. Blue color indicates that the gene has a homolog within
the cluster, whereas orange indicates lack of homolog within the cluster.
Surrounding solid line: GOI; Surrounding dashed line: non-GOI. Graphs
are adopted from Gbrowse using TAIR10 as the data source.

signed as homologs. Cluster #3 (Figure 2B) contained some
homologous genes (AT1G20132 and AT1G20135) and
the gene AT1G20150 was homologous with AT1G20160,

which is immediately adjacent to, yet outside of, the clus-
ter. Cluster #15 (Figure 2C) was composed of all unrelated
genes. We conclude that the co-regulation of the clustered
genes cannot be explained exclusively by gene duplications.

Common promoter motifs do not underlie co-regulation of the
clustered genes in Arabidopsis thaliana

The promoters of the clustered genes could provide infor-
mation whether the genes were co-regulated because of sim-
ilar or identical regulatory motif patterns. We assessed the
promoter regions of the genes in the clusters in two dis-
tinct ways: mapping the presence of a set of 304 known
cis-regulatory motifs (Atted-II) (36), and detecting overrep-
resented k-mers (Rsat) (37). Pairwise promoter similarity
scores were calculated based on the presence of the Atted-II
cis-regulatory motifs.

First, we analysed all 96 genes in the 17 clusters col-
lectively, as well as the subset of 68 GOIs. The promoter
score averaged over all pairwise comparisons within and be-
tween clusters was not significantly higher than expected by
chance, P-value = 0.12 and 0.09 for all genes and all GOIs,
respectively, from simulations. Still, six motifs were found in
all clusters (albeit not in the promoter regions of all genes,
nor in the promoter regions of all GOIs): four 7-mers from
the Atted-II analysis and two significant 6-mers (E-value ≤
0.1) from the Rsat analysis (Supplemental Table S2).

Next, we analysed each cluster individually, with the aim
to reveal local promoter features that could explain simul-
taneous regulation of all genes within a particular cluster.
We used, again, the Atted-II set of regulatory motifs and
calculated the average pairwise promoter similarity score,
but now one individual average for each of the 17 clusters,
analysing both all genes and restricting to the GOIs. Includ-
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ing all genes in the analysis, only the two highest-scoring
clusters, #8 and #13, showed nominal P-value <0.1, indi-
cating similar promoter regions within each of the two clus-
ters, but they were not significant at � = 0.1 after multiple
testing correction. Restricting the analysis to GOIs changed
the promoter score for some clusters, but did not change
the statistical significance (Table 2). Rsat analysis identi-
fied three clusters that each contained an overrepresented
k-mer in all the promoter regions of all genes in the clus-
ter (E-value ≤ 0.1): ATAGAG in cluster #4, GCTGGTAC
in cluster #12 and CATGCA in cluster #15. Restricting the
analysis to only GOIs returned the same three clusters and
k-mers (Table 2; Supplemental Table S3). Additional details
from the results of the promoter motif analyses are available
in Supplemental Text S1, Materials and Methods, and Re-
sults.

In summary, we grouped the 17 clusters into four classes
according to their homology and promoter region prop-
erties, Supplemental Table S7. We conclude that the co-
regulation of the clustered genes is not fully explained by
shared promoter elements among genes or GOIs.

Genes with H3K27me3 marks are lowly expressed in vege-
tative tissues and form clusters that overlap with SEG-MS1
clusters

We applied our clustering algorithm to genes with
H3K27me3 marks (a repressive histone mark) in three
A. thaliana tissues: rosette leaves, shoot apical meristem,
and seedlings (data from (33,34)). We observed 773 (3622
genes) [14], 681 (3146 genes) [14], and 434 (1768 genes)
[11] clusters of genes marked as tri-methylated, respectively,
where the numbers in square brackets give the overlap be-
tween tri-methylated clusters and the SEG-MS1 clusters.
Eleven of the 17 SEG-MS1 clusters were present in all three
H3K27me3 cluster sets, and only two (#1 and #12) did not
show any H3K27me3 clustering tendencies in these tissues.

Next, we investigated the gene expression levels of all
A. thaliana genes in the three tissues (data from (32)). The
genes were divided into four classes: present only in SEG-
MS1 clusters; present only in H3K27me3 clusters; present
in both cluster types; present in neither cluster type (Sup-
plemental Figure S7). Genes present in both cluster types
showed the lowest expression levels, while genes found in
neither cluster showed the highest expression levels. SEG-
MS1 clusters were significantly enriched for H3K27me3-
clustered genes, Fisher’s exact test P < 2.2E–16 (contrast-
ing the fraction of clustered H3K27me3 genes in SEG-MS1
clusters versus the fraction outside of SEG-MS1 clusters).

MS1 dependent activation of the clustered genes

To experimentally verify that genes in the chromosomal
clusters are activated in an MS1 dependent manner we used
transgenic ms1-1 plants harbouring an inducible construct
in which MS1 is fused to the rat glucocorticoid receptor
(GR), (pMS1::MS1-GR) (43). In our experimental condi-
tions, MS1 expression was initiated in stage 10 flowers with
subsiding expression in stages 11 and 12 (Figure 3A; stages
according to Smyth et al. (41)). Screening for MS1 depen-
dent activation of clustered genes demonstrated that genes
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Figure 3. Expression levels in floral buds of different developmental
stages. (A) Relative expression levels of MS1 in floral buds of stages 1–9, 10,
11 and 12 assayed using qRT-PCR. (B) Box-plots showing the relative ex-
pression levels of all GOIs present in clusters #3 and #15. Expression levels
were assayed 48 h after DEX or Mock treatment. Error bars in (A) denote
standard error of three biological replicates. Expression of each gene was
normalised against the value of two reference genes, ß-tub and UBQ5.

in clusters #3, #7 and #15 were up-regulated in samples
of whole inflorescences within 48 h after dexamethasone
(DEX) induction (Supplemental Figure S8).

To examine if the transcription of the clustered genes was
confined to a specific developmental stage, cDNA derived
from floral buds of stages 1–9, 10, 11 and 12 were used as
the templates in qRT-PCR experiments. Transcription of all
GOIs present in clusters #3 and #15 were assayed 48 h af-
ter DEX or Mock (negative control) treatment (Figure 3B;
Supplemental Figures S9 and S10). Transcript levels of the
clustered genes were very low in stages 1–9, before MS1 be-
came active, very low or low at the onset of MS1 transcrip-
tion in stage 10 buds, and clearly elevated in stage 11 and 12
flower buds (P < 0.01) in both clusters. Hence, transcript
levels of the clustered genes were elevated subsequent to
MS1 induction. A comparison of transcript levels between
DEX and Mock treated samples did not show any signifi-
cant difference in stages 1–9 (cluster #3, P = 0.95; cluster
#15, P = 0.41), whereas statistically significant differences
were detected in stages 11 and 12 (P < 0.01). At the onset
of MS1 transcription (in stage 10), a significant expression
difference was detected in cluster #15 (P ≤ 0.01), but not in
cluster #3 (P = 0.14). This indicated that the majority of the
genes present in cluster #3 and cluster #15 were activated
in late stages relative to MS1 activation, but did not exclude
occasional low-level expression of individual GOIs in stage
10 buds.

In order to estimate if the spatial expression pattern of the
clustered genes coincides with that of MS1, mRNA in situ
hybridization experiments were performed on selected clus-
ter genes. For the assayed genes, signal was detected specif-
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ically in the tapetal cells of anthers in late stage 11 flowers
(Supplemental Figure S11), indicating that DEX induction
of the MS1-GR construct led to a tapetum specific activa-
tion of clustered genes within 48 h.

Activation of clustered gene expression is correlated with
chromatin de-condensation

To assess the potential role of chromatin level regulation
of the clustered genes we first assayed (with quantitative
RT-PCR) the expression levels of representative genes from
clusters #3 and #15 in stage 11 flowers in 14 different A.
thaliana chromatin remodeling mutant lines (Supplemental
Figure S12 A and Supplemental Table S8). Expression was
consistently down-regulated in the hta9/hta11 double mu-
tant, which is mutated in two of the three H2A.Z genes (44),
which was also found to be associated with metabolic clus-
ter activation (11,12), but not in any other mutant. Thus,
we next investigated the hta9/hta11mutant in more depth:
we assayed the expression of all GOIs as well as the flank-
ing genes of these clusters (Supplemental Figure S12B). The
clustered GOIs were down-regulated (P < 0.0005), while
genes flanking the clusters were not significantly down-
regulated (P = 0.2). These results indicate that chromatin-
mediated transcriptional regulation of the clustered genes
likely take place.

The timing of MS1 dependent activation of the clustered
genes provides an opportunity to examine if transcription,
at least in part, is mediated by changes in chromatin struc-
ture, manifested as a de-condensation of the chromatin re-
gion spanning the clustered genes. To address this possibil-
ity, DNA fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was per-
formed, combined with analysis with structured illumina-
tion super-resolution microscopy (SIM). SIM microscopy
allows resolution below 100 nm, thus enabling in situ single
cell monitoring of the shift in chromatin state from closed
to open upon MS1 induction (45). DNA FISH experiments
were performed for clusters #3 and #15. Cluster #3 har-
bours six genes and covers 15.8 kb, while cluster #15 har-
bours eight genes and covers 21 kb.

To detect the borders of the clusters, biotin-labelled (or-
ange) and DIG-labelled (green) probes against the flanking
regions of either side of the clusters were generated and hy-
bridized in pairs. The hybridization signals of each probe
pair frequently comprised more than one pair of fluores-
cent foci, probably reflecting hybridization to the clusters
on sister chromosomes. We then examined the distance be-
tween the green and orange signals, i.e. the region encom-
passing the cluster itself. To do this, we measured the Eu-
clidean distance between the fluorescent DIG-labelled and
biotin-labeled foci in tapetum cells of buds in floral stages
10 and 11 (Figure 4A–F).

The floral tissues used were the transverse sections of ei-
ther Mock- or DEX-treated MS1-GR inflorescences fixed
48 hours after the induction. Statistically significant differ-
ences in the distribution of length measurements were de-
tected both in stage 10 (P < 0.05 and < 0.001 for clus-
ter #3 and #15, respectively; Kolmogorov–Smirnov test)
and in stage 11 (P < 0.05 and < 0.01 for cluster #3 and
#15, respectively) (Figure 4G). Corresponding differences
in length distributions between Mock- and DEX-treated

Figure 4. Chromosomal de-condensation estimated by DNA FISH.
Biotin- (orange) or DIG- (green) labelled probes targeted against the two
flanking regions of either cluster #3 or #15 were used. (A) A tapetum cell
with a pair of green and orange signals, marked by a square (cluster #15,
DEX). (B) The inset (i) from micrograph (A) and distance measurement
along the x-, y- and z-axis. (C–F) Micrographs showing examples of signals
collected from: tapetum cells of MOCK- (C, E) and DEX- (D, F) treated
samples, using the probes targeted against cluster #3 (C, D) or cluster #15
(E, F). (G) Violin plots showing the frequency distribution of the distance
between Biotin- and DIG-labelled probes directed against the flanking re-
gions of cluster #3 (left) and cluster #15 (right). Mock: negative control;
DEX: dexamethasone treated samples. Size bars: 500 nm (B) and 100 nm
(C to G).
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samples were not found in negative control cells outside
of the tapetum layer (Supplemental Figure S10). On aver-
age, we detected a 70-fold chromatin compaction in Mock-
treated samples, whereas DEX-treated samples displayed
only a 32-fold (stage 10) and 22-fold (stage 11) compaction,
compared with naked B-DNA (Supplemental Table S9).

The distances between cluster borders revealed a signifi-
cant de-condensation of the chromosomal regions spanning
clusters #3 and #15 at the onset of MS1-activated tran-
scription: De-condensation had already occurred in stage
10 flowers, corresponding to the floral stage when transcrip-
tion was initiated, but was even more pronounced in stage
11 flowers, where a majority of the genes in the clusters were
transcribed at elevated levels. Thus, we have demonstrated
that chromatin de-condensation coincided with MS1 de-
pendent transcriptional activation of the genes present in
cluster #3 and cluster #15, as judged by stage specific qRT-
PCR and mRNA in situ hybridiszation experiments.

DISCUSSION

Physical clustering of co-expressed genes occurs among
genes involved in biosynthesis pathways of secondary
metabolites in plants (6). The current work addresses if
physical clustering also occurs in genes acting in develop-
ment and differentiation of A. thaliana stamens; in other
words if the execution of a developmental program involves
activation of specific sets of physically linked genes. To
address this question we have analysed clustering tenden-
cies among genes present in genome-wide gene expression
datasets representing two different aspects of stamen de-
velopment (19,20). One dataset represents the genes active
during the entire course of stamen development (i.e., genes
down-regulated in the homeotic apetala3 mutant), and the
other dataset includes the genes active during later stages of
stamen development, when pollen is maturing (i.e., genes
down-regulated in the ms1 mutant). Both datasets con-
tained significantly more clusters than expected by chance.
All the 17 shared clusters contained genes originating from
at least two different homologous groups showing that the
clustering of co-regulated genes is not only due to recent
gene duplication events on the chromosomes (Table 2).
Even though the number of clusters we find depends on the
clustering parameters, our finding of a statistically signifi-
cant number of clusters was robust against changes in the
parameters (Figure 1; Supplemental Figure S2).

We did not find any clusters with both gene homol-
ogy and significant promoter similarities, although clus-
ters #8 and #13 both contained homologs and were nom-
inally significant in the promoter similarity score analy-
sis. There might be a selection against promoter similar-
ity connected to homology––if two genes are both homol-
ogous (and hence, possibly very similar in sequence, struc-
ture, and function) and have very similar promoter regions
(and hence, regulated in a similar fashion), this would entail
a redundancy that there might not be a selective pressure
to maintain. We used OrthoMCL, which identifies homol-
ogous genes by comparing amino acid sequences within and
between species. This means that genes that were duplicated
before speciation can be separated if there are more similar
sequences between species. Other metrics for assigning ho-

mology, e.g. max Blast bit score over a limited portion of the
sequence (as was used in (16)) could be more permissive in
the homology assignment but with an increased risk of iden-
tifying non-homologous genes with common domains. In
our data set, cluster #7 would also be considered as contain-
ing homologs if using the bit score. In the promoter score
analysis, we used a similarity score reminiscent of a score
used previously for time-series gene expression data (46). It
could in a future study be augmented by, e.g., including mo-
tif position in the score.

The presence of similar regulatory motifs in promoter re-
gions of co-regulated genes is indicative of transcriptional
regulation by a common transcription factor. The promoter
analysis did not identify a common regulatory motif for all
genes in all clusters. However, six distinct regulatory motifs
were present in the promoter region of at least one gene in
each cluster. One example was the E-box motif, CAGCTG,
which is recognized by transcription factors in the ‘basic
helix-loop-helix’ domain protein superfamily (bHLH) (47).
This motif was present in 70 of the 96 clustered genes, but
not all 70 genes were part of the up-regulated set. In clus-
ter #15, we observed overrepresentation of the motif CAT-
GCA, which has previously been linked to transcriptional
regulation due to association with chromatin remodeling
factors that repress transcription (48). Thus, the promoter
analysis does not support the idea that a single common
transcription factor is responsible for the up-regulation of
the clustered genes, but also does not exclude a possible in-
teraction between a transcriptional regulator and the entire
chromosomal region of a cluster. Additionally, we did not
find any evident role for chromatin insulator proteins in the
clustering (Supplemental Text S1, Materials and Methods,
and Results).

Genome wide localization of two MADS-box transcrip-
tion factors AP3 and PI binding sites have been analysed in
synchronized floral buds at early floral stages using Chro-
matin Immuno-precipitation followed by massively parallel
sequencing (49). Individual genes in three of the 17 clus-
ters studied here are indeed bound by the AP3/PI het-
erodimer (clusters #1, #6 and #15). It has been proposed
that MADS-box transcription factors may act as pioneer
factors by accessing closed chromatin and directly or indi-
rectly trigger changes in chromatin accessibility (50), pos-
sibly through interaction with chromatin remodeling fac-
tors. Our findings that AP3-regulated genes (SEGs) did
form a significant amount of clusters without clear homol-
ogy or common regulatory motif support involvement of
chromatin modification in gene regulation by the homeotic
proteins. It is tempting also to speculate that interactions
could occur between AP3/PI and the PHD-finger protein
MS1, since PHD-finger proteins are suggested to regulate
transcription via the modification of chromatin (51). Fur-
ther MS1-studies analogous to the experiments outlined by
Wuest et al. (49) may require single cell analyses, since MS1
activity is restricted to relatively late stages of floral devel-
opment and to a small number of cells over a short period
of time.

For genes in metabolic clusters, histone 2 variant H2A.Z
has been associated with activation, and histone 3 lysine
tri-methylation (H3K27me3) with repression (11,12). The
expression of clustered genes was suppressed in stage 11
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flowers of the H2A.Z-deficient hta9/hta11 mutant (Supple-
mental Figure S12A). Further, H3K27me3 marks on clus-
ters were enriched in tissues where the clustered genes were
silent (Supplemental Figure S7). These observations indi-
cate chromatin-mediated transcriptional regulation of the
clustered genes. To test the hypothesis of whether MS1 in-
duction leads to loosening in chromatin compaction, which
could make the promoters of the clustered genes accessible
for the transcriptional regulators, we analyzed chromosome
de-condensation in single cells using DNA FISH in com-
bination with super-resolution SIM microscopy. The esti-
mated de-condensation lengths of clusters #3 and #15 in
DEX treated tapetum cells were in agreement with the dif-
ferences in number of kb each cluster is spanning. The fold
compaction compared with naked B-DNA was similar for
both clusters (22-fold or 20-fold compaction in stage 11,
respectively) and also in agreement with estimates of chro-
matin compaction in other species, e.g. the Sad1–Sad2 locus
in diploid oat (10). In line with this notion, the analysis of
stage specific mRNA expression levels of the clustered genes
demonstrated that the genes in the clusters express at their
highest in floral stages 11 and 12. However, we cannot ex-
clude that individual genes in the clusters initiate transcrip-
tion at an earlier stage, i.e. that chromatin de-condensation
in fact coincides with initiation of transcription of distinct
clustered genes.

Clustering of genes involved in similar cellular or devel-
opmental processes is likely to confer two selective advan-
tages: co-inheritance and co-regulation (52). Previous stud-
ies of physical clustering tended to focus on either possi-
bility, but here we studied both. While tandem repeats of
duplicated genes may constitute a source of genetic mate-
rial available for sub- and neo-functionalization, clustering
of unrelated genes may bestow a selective advantage pro-
vided that the genes contribute to the similar pathways and
that they are inherited as a single unit. One example of this
is the pollination syndrome in petunia where traits adapted
to attract specific pollinator guilds (i.e. floral scent, color
and morphology) have become clustered and are thus in-
herited as a monogenic trait (53). This tight genetic link-
age of independent regulators facilitates co-segregation of
co-adaptive variation and limits the production of unfit re-
combinant forms. In addition, physical clustering may be
a consequence of recruitment of new gene function via ex-
pansion of chromatin-level regulated regions (54). Evolu-
tionary studies of gene clusters would shed light on the se-
lective forces that promote the formation of chromosomal
gene clusters.

Identification of physical gene clusters by combining
global gene expression data with chromosomal gene dis-
tances, together with gene homology and promoter ele-
ment assessments, provides a useful tool for investigating
co-regulated physical gene clusters. The clustering analy-
sis platform is applicable to any eukaryotic expression data
sets, provided there is a stable genomic sequence and gene
annotation, as well as a set of related annotated species (for
homology analysis) and, ideally, a set of defined regulatory
motifs. Our findings indicate that chromosomal clusters of
co-expressed genes are important for different stages of sta-
men development. By focusing on genes acting downstream
of MS1, we are likely to identify clusters harboring genes

important for tapetum function and pollen development.
Lipid storage and sexual reproduction are enriched biolog-
ical processes among the clustered genes (Supplemental Ta-
ble S6): Cluster #11 contains genes involved in transport
of pollen wall precursors from the tapetum to the develop-
ing pollen grain. Cluster #8, #10 and #17 harbor pectin-
modifying enzymes. Pectin is a major constituent of the in-
nermost (intine) layer of the pollen wall, which is required
for structural integrity of pollen grains and pollen germina-
tion. Cluster #3, #7 and #15 harbor genes involved in for-
mation of trypine, the outermost layer of the pollen wall,
sometimes referred to as the pollen coat. Loss of pollen
coat lipids and proteins results in defective or delayed pollen
hydration on the stigma surface (54). Cluster #6 and #12
harbor genes with similarity to proteins that regulate the
rejection or acceptance of non-self-/self-pollen in Papaver
rhoeas (55). Hence, several clusters contain genes with im-
plicated functions in pollen stigma interactions.

Transcription of the clustered genes is associated with
MS1 activation and shifts in chromatin de-condensation in
individual tapetum cells. This suggests that male reproduc-
tive development in A. thaliana is dependent on physical
gene clusters at least in part regulated at the chromatin level.
Further studies of other organ types and related species will
show whether cell and organ differentiation generally in-
volve chromatin-level co-regulation of functionally related
genes through physical clustering.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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